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Education and training form part of a virtuous circle, suggests Tim Fry

Twenty years from now, you
will be more disappointed by
the things you did not do than
the things you did.
To minimise this risk, I
suggest availing yourself
of education and training
to provide a good return on
investment. Having knowledge
is one thing, acquiring it in a
structured manner is another.
But it is the latter that will
help us and our employers
sell our expertise to clients,
which in turn means we have
more opportunity to work in
environments that interest us.

Train for change
The late, great Stephen
Hawking is said to have made
the point that “intelligence is
the ability to adapt to change”.
As individuals, we change
over time, and so do our
circumstances and careers.
By engaging in education
and training we can enhance
our abilities to earn, learn
and grow. Teachers can be
learners, and learners can be
teachers. We are all both, and
everyone can learn under the
right circumstances – and it
can be fun.
4 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 8

Hawking is also quoted
as saying: “One of the basic
rules of the universe is that
nothing is perfect. Perfection
simply doesn’t exist. Without
imperfection, neither you nor
I would exist.” This is not only
true, it is a reason for change
– and an enabler of change is
learning and education. None
of us will ever be perfect, but
let’s make sure we don’t fail
for the want of trying.

Value by variety
Socrates reportedly said:
“Smart people learn from
everything and everyone,
average people from their
experiences. Stupid people
already have all the answers.”
For us as RICS practitioners
to improve continuously, offer
relevant value to our clients
and for our industry to attract
the brightest and best from
the next generation, then we
need to accept that people
learn in different ways, via
different paths and with
different entry points.
Degrees are one
vehicle for learning, as are
apprenticeships, but so is
hands-on experience. I’m old
enough to remember when
construction was usually
managed by people who
came “off the tools”, which
still allowed things to be
designed, built and operated
worldwide despite their lack
of formal experience.
These folks had learnt by
doing, and as a result picked
up techniques, learned

lessons and could relate to
those building the projects.
Our industry has, rather
belatedly, worked out that
degree entry is not the only
way to encourage the talent
that clients deserve and our
industry needs.
Simulations and
non-traditional learning
techniques using apps and
other technologies must be
beneficial (see pp.8–10 of this
issue). I wish I’d had access
to these when I was younger
because things would have
been much clearer much
earlier. But we’re not only
required to educate ourselves
and our firms and supply
chains; best practice requires
us to engage with our
clients and the end users of
buildings and educate them
in the process we need to
undertake to give them best
value. It is a virtuous circle.
I think that CPD provided
by practitioners is a
particularly powerful tool
as it is predicated on real
experience on real jobs
by folk who understand
the circumstances in
which we work. It is proper
training. I’d like to see our
younger colleagues sharing
experiences and providing
CPD as our world is rapidly
becoming theirs, and they
are the ones who will shape
it. When I was young, I didn’t
want to listen to the fogies,
and I would be surprised if the
current younger generation
didn’t feel the same.

Trading up
As an institution, we are
increasingly relevant in a
global context. Technology
has been applied so people
all over the world have access
to data, knowledge and so on,
and we as professionals can
ply our trade in many places
on all sorts of jobs. Clients
are entitled to expect a global
standard of service provision.
One way of ensuring this is
consistent education and
the application of global
standards, and the opening
of the Philippine Institute of
Certified Quantity Surveyors
(see p.12 of this issue) is one
example of this being applied.
As a learner, I’m also keen
to understand whether these
columns hit the mark. If they
do or don’t, please feel free to
let me know. b

Tim Fry is Chairman of the RICS
Project Management Board and
Director at Currie & Brown
pm.professionalgroup@rics.org
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UPDATE
RICS offers data sharing insights

Report identifies
room for
improvement
More than a third of construction
projects begun in the past year have not
adopted collaboration techniques, while
disputes remain a persistent problem:
these are among the results of the 2018
National Construction Contracts and
Law Survey conducted by the National
Building Specification (NBS), a provider
of technical information, specification and
building information modelling tools to
construction professionals.
Issued every two years, NBS’s report
looks into the use of professional
appointments and standard form
construction contracts in the UK, and
considers the incidence of dispute,
its underlying causes and methods of
prevention and resolution.
The report identifies longer-term
trends as well, and is accompanied by
observations from several respected
industry commentators, including RICS
Past President Amanda Clack, Specialist
Engineering Contractors’ Group CEO
Prof. Rudi Klein and NBS contract expert
Roland Finch.
The report is available online to
download free of charge.
n thenbs.com/contracts-law-report

EVENTS
Fire safety
conference

18 September,
Doubletree by Hilton –
Tower of London Hotel

Save
the
date

A new RICS insight paper summarises
the key challenges in and opportunities
for sharing construction data, as well
as outlining the main points for further
debate. Sharing construction cost data
– benefits, challenges and opportunities
(www.rics.org/sharingcostdata) will
be widely distributed to elicit more
comprehensive and representative views
from the industry and its clients.
In November 2017, RICS hosted
three round tables with the objective of
identifying the incentives for and barriers
to sharing data, the first attended by
clients, the second by consultants and
the third by contractors.
These found that there is increasing
difficulty in collecting consistent data at
the required level of granularity, probably
stemming from three causes:
bb a decline in the use of bills of
quantities, resulting from the increased
use of target contracts and design and
build contracts
bb a growing reluctance from the industry
to give away what is increasingly seen as
a valuable commodity, often protected by
intellectual property rights
bb clients’ insistence on confidentiality,
particularly in the private sector.

There was general agreement that the
International Construction Measurement
Standards could act as a catalyst
to change attitudes. This insight
paper tabulates the challenges and
opportunities, and identifies seven key
issues for further debate, which include
the following.
bb How can clients and their supply
chains be encouraged to collect data that
is comprehensive, robust, and for which
the context is properly described?
bb Should RICS take the lead in setting
up, managing, quality-assuring and
analysing a data repository? If so, how
should it be funded?
bb Is there a need for research into the
challenges of understanding how data is
used, and how it might be futureproofed?

Work begins on ICMS 2nd edition

Work has started on the second edition
of the International Construction
Measurement Standards (ICMS), which
will extend the suite to cover lifecycle
costs and a greater number of civil
engineering entities, and make some
amendments in response to market
feedback. The ICMS coalition members,
including RICS, have also reviewed the
membership of the standard-setting
Images © iStock

committee, to ensure that it now includes
global expertise in lifecycle costs.
Publication is expected in 2019.
The RICS is to work closely with the
Construction Leadership Council in the
UK as well, to develop a new procurement
standard for the industry that will look at
optimising value and incorporate
whole-life and social-value approaches.
Following the publication of the ICMS,
there is also now a need to review and
revise the text of the New Rules of
Measurement (NRM) suite of guidance
notes to ensure that these are aligned
with the new standards. Accordingly,
preparation of these is commencing with
the formation of a working group, and
publication is due next year.
J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 8
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Learning
objectives
Fiona Grant suggests we must consider our approach
to making the profession more accessible, how future
generations learn and working collaboratively

I

am delighted
that this issue of
the Construction
Journal is looking at
education. Governing
Council recognised, at
its strategy meeting
in Shanghai in 2017,
that an RICS education strategy should
be considered for our profession so it can
face the challenges of the future.
The articles in this edition help focus
thinking on what such a strategy should
address; that is, the three key areas
of widening access to the profession,
maximising the skill set of the millennial
generation, and promoting a connected
built environment profession.

Widening access
The need to have more open access to
the profession has been evidenced by
RICS’ ongoing work to win the war for
talent. This has demonstrated that, to
attract the surveyors of the future, we
need to concentrate on widening the
pool of talent by diversifying the range of
backgrounds and geographical locations
of our potential members.
To achieve this, the RICS education
strategy needs to have inclusion and
diversity at its centre. Our focus must be
on attracting talent through broadening
access and having diverse ways to

Image © iStock

become chartered. We need to remove
obstacles and be more flexible.

Diversifying skills
The World Economic Forum suggests
the general skill set required for all
work by 2020 should incorporate
wide-ranging cognitive skills rather than
detailed, sector-specific knowledge
(https://bit.ly/2HnvYAH). We must also
recognise that the current generation of
students study in a different way to those
of five or 10 years ago.
The use of new technologies, virtual
learning environments that provide
immediate access to data and resources,
multidisciplinary working, instant
messaging and social media all result in a
fast, interactive way of working.
We need to listen to the next generation,
appreciating how they like to learn and
work. We need to adapt our profession
to their styles, not the other way around.
The RICS education strategy needs to
embrace the up-and-coming generation of
members and the skill set they have. This
does not mean lowering standards, but
rather realising that people may want to
learn and study in different ways.

Connected and collaborative
Governments are demanding
collaboration across organisations,
to pool knowledge and resources so

RI CS CONST RU C TIO N
JOUR NAL

that projects succeed. The industry
recognises this as well, and is advocating
multidisciplinary working to respond to
increasingly complex world challenges.
The RICS education strategy needs to
promote this multidisciplinary approach.
Education needs to ensure students and
graduates have a clear understanding
of built environment professions and
their own role in them. Moreover, built
environment professional bodies need to
lead by example by forming partnerships
and operating in a coherent and
joined-up manner.

Clarity of strategy
To stay ahead, RICS needs to adopt a
clear education strategy. This should
build on the initial discussions undertaken
at Governing Council to focus on our
ambition of attracting the surveyors
of the future from a diverse range of
backgrounds and locations. The articles
in this journal are an excellent way of
continuing this discussion about providing
all who enter our profession with a
rewarding career, promoting reputational
awareness among our stakeholders and
demonstrating the quality and standards
of service a chartered surveyor can offer.
My challenge to chartered surveyors?
Let us be open-minded and explore
opportunities to widen access to the
profession by understanding the mindset
of future generations and by working
collaboratively and inclusively. This is an
exciting time for our profession – if we
want to make it one. Let us rise to the
challenge and be clear on the future role
RICS has in education. b

Professor Fiona Grant FRICS is RICS World
Regional Board Chair, UK and Ireland, and
Assistant Deputy Principal (Learning and
Teaching) at Heriot-Watt University
f.grant@hw.ac.uk
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Chalk it up to
experience
Recent research highlights the
value of simulations and other
non-traditional techniques over
conventional classroom learning in
acquiring professional competencies,
as Martyn Quarterman explains

H

ow do qualified graduates become
fully functioning surveyors? Academic
knowledge alone does not equip them
to deal with uncertain conditions when
critical thinking and subjective
decision-making is required. This problem
prompted research, as part of a doctoral
programme at Anglia Ruskin University,
into the effectiveness of simulations and other non-traditional
learning techniques in giving graduates a better sense of
professional situations.
Graduates entering the construction industry must acquire
a number of professional competencies, over and above the
technical knowledge they attain in their studies. The acquisition
of these competencies beyond degree level is widely cited as
being problematic; students quoted in Modus in 2013 remarked,
for example, that “completing a degree course does not make
graduates into trained surveyors”, “work experience is essential:
surveyors cannot practice on their academic knowledge alone”,
and “the challenge is to train graduates how to behave like
professionals, which cannot be taught by academic study”.

Competency conundrum
The traditional route into surveying was work-based training
supported by part-time, day-release or distance learning,
ahead of examinations set by the professional bodies;
professional competencies were therefore primarily acquired
by experience. With time, however, entry to the profession
was almost exclusively achieved by taking a degree. Michael
Eraut, Emeritus Professor of Education from the University of
Sussex, argues that the effect was for professional education
to become knowledge-led rather than practical, which resulted
8 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 8

in deficiencies in decision-making, judgement and other
capabilities that are essential irrespective of profession.
RICS and other bodies recognised the deficiency of academic
routes that did not or could not allow entrants to the industry to
develop such competencies, and acknowledged the need for
them to do so before they could be certified as professionals.
For RICS membership, such certification is achieved through
structured APC training programmes, which require entrants
to complete a minimum of two years’ relevant professional
experience and training.
In the initial stage of the study, the research at Anglia
Ruskin sought to determine which techniques are currently
incorporated into such structured training. Interviews were
conducted with graduate training managers at a sample of
private practice firms, and these found that programmes
predominantly rely on traditional learning techniques such as
lectures and slideshow-led workshops. The interviews also
sought to establish which competencies graduates find most
difficult to achieve, and among those that were frequently cited
were applying ethical standards and displaying leadership skills –
that is, those requiring higher-order abilities.
Image © iStock
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Practical parallels
The research study also undertook an extensive literature
search to identify training and development approaches applied
in other professions and disciplines. Non-traditional learning
techniques were found to be widespread, with three in particular
identified as encouraging active, collaborative and cooperative
learning and engaging learners in practical experiences.
The first was experiential learning through simulations,
perhaps most evident in the fields of nursing and medicine. For
example, Gemma Fletcher and colleagues at the University of
Aberdeen noted the shift to simulations in training anaesthetists,
especially in cognitive or mental skills such as decision-making,
planning and situational awareness, and social or interpersonal
skills such as teamworking, communication and leadership.
Pamela Moule and associates from the University of the West of
England, meanwhile, reported in their research that the nursing
profession has moved extensively towards using simulations in
teaching and learning methods to address shortfalls in practice.
The second non-traditional approach found was the use of
accelerated learning techniques in management development
programmes. This began in the early 1960s when a Bulgarian

psychiatrist, Georgi Lozanov, discovered that by using music,
meditation and other visual and auditory tools, students were
able to learn significantly faster and more effectively. In the
UK, Alistair Smith, a trainer in modern learning methods and
Education Director for Frog Education, and his associates
suggest that accelerated learning is widely used in business
training and argue that the benefits can be significant,
particularly if activities are designed to appeal to as many
learning styles as possible.
The third non-traditional method identified was the rapidly
growing specialism of game-based learning, in particular
“gamification” (http://bit.ly/1Sg2PYp). Game thinking and
mechanics engage learners, offering, for instance:
bb points for participants to earn
bb rewards for participants to buy with their earned points
bb badges so participants can show peers their achievements
bb leader boards showing real-time feedback for all participants.

Combined learning
Based on the literature review, the researchers developed a
learning model that combines the benefits and applications of the n
J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 8
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Figure 1
Framework for learning model

Higher-order behaviours

Learning enhancement

Realism and relevance

n

Critical thinking

Combined
non-traditional
learning
techniques

Engagement

three non-traditional techniques by encouraging engagement,
being realistic and relevant, providing experiential learning, and
inspiring critical thinking and higher-order behaviours.
The model combines simulations and problem-solving in an
accelerated, game-based structure, shown in Figure 1.

Experimental engagement
An experiment was conducted to test the model, using a
sample of new surveyors who follow the Quantity Surveying and
Construction APC pathway. The experiment comprised a series
of four-hour workshops on the application of ethical standards.
In the workshops, a scenario is created through which
participants work, addressing problems and gaining and
losing points following a game-based approach. The design
comprises 13 primary storyboards, each describing a scene and
establishing issues and challenges faced when applying ethical
standards. The storyboards are:
1. the scenario
2. the players
3. the client
4. planning advisor performance
5. professional and ethical standards
6. money laundering
7. decision-making
8. advance payment and client funds
9. accelerating planning approval
10. tender lists dilemma
11. conflicts of interest
12. bribery
13. errors and professional liability.
The storyboards are randomised, and participants establish
their own route through them by addressing dilemmas and
making decisions, in a fun and engaging scenario.
A total of 44 graduate trainees participated in the workshops,
and each was afterwards asked to complete an assessment
questionnaire. The same data was also collected from a
control group who were learning ethics as part of their normal
structured training programmes, and the results showed that
workshop participants gained more knowledge more quickly
than this control group. Workshops combining non-traditional
1 0 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 8

Learning acceleration

Experiential learning

learning techniques thus proved an effective and speedy way of
developing higher-order professional competencies.

Transferability
While the focus of the research was student members following
the Construction and Quantity Surveying pathway, RICS
pathways cover 15 further specialisations, including Building
Surveying, Land Surveying, Project Management and Valuation,
each of which has student entry criteria and competency
assessment requirements consistent with Construction and
Quantity Surveying. As a result, the researchers contend that
the learning model can reasonably be transferred to all RICS
student members. They also argue that the findings could be
applied more widely to new entrants in the built environment
industry through organisations with student membership and
professional competency development programmes.
One downside of non-traditional learning approaches,
however, proved to be the increased preparation time required.
This presents a challenge to wider implementation of the
learning model in structured graduate development programmes,
and would need the commitment of relevant stakeholders.
However, larger firms that have dedicated graduate training
managers could adopt the model in training programmes to
cover a number of competencies, while at small or
medium-sized firms, APC supervisors and councillors could
support the approach, possibly with approved training providers.
The application scenario adopted in this research is also
suited for future expansion on a digital platform; this must be a
future direction for competency development. b

Dr Martyn Quarterman FRICS is a project management and
construction economics consultant
martynquarterman@agio.co.uk
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Inspiring the next generation of surveyors is crucial to
sustaining the profession. Karen Rogers outlines
RICS initiatives to encourage future talent

Careering
on course

M

any people believe
that the UK’s
skills shortage
in sectors such
as construction
is hampering
economic growth,
so RICS is
determined to inspire the next generation
of surveyors.
RICS Future Talent research shows
that school students engage with
activities that motivate and interest them,
primarily in a non-academic format; we
found that they were happy to develop
their understanding through short,
interactive experiences with their peers.

challenges that have been designed to
provide a taster of the numerous careers
in the sector, and reflect aspects of
surveying and project management. These
workshops are aimed at Year 9 or 10
students, and the intention is to engage
with more than 9,000 students in the
2017/18 academic year.
These workshops are run by specialist
educational facilitators but at RICS we
have also started to recruit and train
a targeted total of 300 engaged and
motivated members to become Inspire
ambassadors. Based across the UK,
they will share their experiences and
professional knowledge to bring the
workshops to life.

Inspire programme

School debates

Drawing on these findings, the RICS
Future Talent team is working on several
initiatives to raise the profile of surveying
as a career of choice.
From mid-April until mid-July, RICS
is engaging with more than 51,000
school students across the UK through
its Inspire programme of workshops,
which are run jointly with educational
consultancy EdComs.
Using RICS’ insight about the
profession and its desire to promote
the vast number of career opportunities
available to students, EdComs has
designed a workshop programme based
on small teams of students.
During the sessions, the teams
complete project-based tasks and

In March, RICS partnered with an
organisation called Debate Mate, a
leadership and communication training
business that runs after-school debate
clubs in a range of schools. In the first
debating sessions, 3,000 students from
150 schools across the UK debated a
motion on the demise of the high street.
The Debate Mate Cup, sponsored
by RICS, was held in April with regional
winners from across the UK gathering
in London for further debate on another
topic relevant to the built environment.

School students
engage with activities
that motivate and
interest them,
primarily in a
non-academic format
Image © iStock

Virtual reality
RICS will be exhibiting at all the regional
skills shows, which have a potential footfall
of more than 37,000 students. The shows
will see the launch of the RICS World of
Surveying app alongside the organisation’s
existing careers material and brochures.
(www.prospectsevents.co.uk). The app will
be used to enhance various interactive
activities to engage students at these
events, setting surveying apart from other
careers as an exciting vocation that uses
the latest technology.
The World of Surveying, available on
both Android and Apple platforms in
augmented and virtual reality, provides a
3D experience of various elements of the

profession and allows the user to learn
more about it. The aim is to open the eyes
of users and broaden their understanding
of the range of opportunities available.
These shows provide another great
opportunity for RICS professionals to
share their experiences and be role
models for students who are keen to
identify a worthwhile career.

Profession pathways
Once school students have felt inspired
to consider a career in surveying,
the RICS Future Talent team is keen
to support the second stage of the
process of becoming a fully qualified
chartered surveyor, whether through
an apprenticeship or an accredited
university degree.
In 2017, several apprenticeship events
for employers and universities have
been hosted by RICS, and much greater
resources are now being channelled into
this area to build on such events.
Key to the success of all these
initiatives is input from RICS
professionals, trainees, apprentices and
employers. The Future Talent team invites
individuals and organisations alike to
volunteer for school workshops, careers
fairs, university engagements or to share
opportunities being offered by firms –
please contact us at careers@rics.org. b
Karen Rogers is a RICS Future Talent Manager
krogers@rics.org

Related competencies include
Construction technology and
environmental services, Design and
specification, Sustainability
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Professional
promotion
Increasing demand for quantity
surveyors in the Philippines is highlighting
the lack of skilled professionals in the
country. Julie Christie Marquez Dela
Cruz explains how the institute she
founded is promoting the profession

Q

Quantity surveying is not a
high-profile profession in the
Philippines, and is not even
recognised by the government.
While estimators often call
themselves quantity surveyors,
they only know some of the
relevant competencies.
So while there is a
huge demand for quantity
surveyors in the Philippines,
until recently there were
no courses to support
APC students. Although
some are available from
overseas universities they
are expensive, and many
institutions do not offer
distance learning.
The growth of the Philippine
construction industry is
increasing the need for
more skilled professionals,
especially quantity surveyors.
This is seen, for example,
in the poor awareness of
tendering and procurement
controls, which means
there is a consequent risk
of corruption, and the fact
many small quantity surveying
firms do not use professional
standards, so there are
frequently disputes.
1 2 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 8

Many Filipinos, especially
engineering graduates, gain
employment overseas in
quantity surveying roles,
but do not achieve their full
potential because of their
inadequate foundation in the
discipline. Combined with
employers’ doubts about their
abilities, this often prevents
Filipinos from obtaining the
employment they desire,
and they may be channelled
towards more junior roles.
There are four primary
areas where changes need to
be made:
1. government understanding
and regulation
2. the education of
quantity surveyors
3. helping members gain
chartered status
4. strengthening the
profession through
collaboration.

A new institute
After becoming the first
Filipino RICS Fellow and
gaining membership of the
Australian Institute of Quantity
Surveyors (AIQS), I wanted
to promote surveying in my
country by, for instance,
achieving the highest
international standards for
professional and ethical
practice and by helping other
surveyors develop. So in
2011, I founded the Philippine
Institute of Certified Quantity
Surveyors (PICQS).
Knowing the rigorous
standards required to pass
the APC, I realised many

PICQS members would
struggle because they
had little knowledge of the
necessary quantity surveying
skills. So I created a training
programme structured around
RICS quantity surveying
competencies, which would
also help practising surveyors
pursue the APC preliminary
route to RICS membership.
The programme comprises
four training schemes:
bb PICQS Think Tank Training
bb PICQS APC Programme
for Beginners
bb PICQS Guidance and
Mentoring Programme
bb PICQS APC Programme
for APC Candidates.
It is accredited by the
International Cost and
Engineering Council and was
recently recognised by AIQS,
and it is being assessed by
the RICS Education Board.
The Philippines Professional
Regulation Commission (PRC)
has accredited PICQS as a
provider of CPD as well.
In August 2016, I also
launched the first quantity
surveying school in the
country, the Philippine
Institute of Built Environment
(PIBE), whose teaching is
provided by chartered or
certified quantity surveying
trainers with international
experience. It offers training in
Levels 1 to 3 of RICS’ quantity
surveying competencies,
from theory through
application to reasoning.
Other PICQS initiatives
include providing corporate
training, and partnerships
with PIBE and universities to
introduce quantity surveying
subjects to the latter’s
curricula. PICQS has also
been asked by the Pacific
Association of Quantity
Surveyors to host its 2021
congress in the Philippines.
PICQS activity to improve
government understanding
and regulation of quantity
surveying has included my
speech at a Senate public
hearing, lobbying of the
PRC, and consulting on the
proposed Philippine Quantity
Surveying Law.

Collaboration
PICQS recognised at an
early stage that it should
adopt global standards
to provide a high quality
of service for clients, and
followed the RICS Black Book
when developing its Level 1
modules. It also knew it would
need to collaborate with other
professional bodies, especially
given that many of its own
members are based overseas.
It has therefore joined
the Pacific Association of
Quantity Surveyors and the
International Ethics Standard
Coalition, and is also a
founding member of the
International Construction
Measurement Standards
Coalition. It has signed
memoranda of understanding
with organisations such as
RICS Asia, AIQS and the New
Zealand Institute of Quantity
Surveyors as well.
These organisations help
increase awareness of the
profession in the Philippines
and provide speakers for our
CPD events; for instance,
RICS jointly delivered a series
of masterclasses on FIDIC
contracts, and there are also
plans for it to provide APC
assessor training to about
20 of its members in the
Philippines so assessment
interviews can be held locally.
In the future, PICQS will
strengthen this collaboration
to ensure its quantity
surveying courses are
RICS-accredited so more
students are able to achieve
MRICS status.
With 1,800 members joining
since PICQS opened, the
quantity surveying profession
in the Philippines is slowly
gaining recognition. b

Julie Christie Marquez Dela Cruz
is Chair and Founder of
PICQS and PIBE
julie.delacruz@arcadis.com
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The path ahead

E

The Quantity Surveying and Construction and the Project
Management pathways have both been revised as part of an
overhaul of the competencies framework, writes Chris Lindsay

very day, we hear
stories about how
the skills of RICS
professionals help
to shape our world.
These skills are
evident all around
us, and are in
ever-increasing demand. However,
we need to ensure our pathways to
qualification recognise the diverse ways
in which people enter our profession,
while at the same time reflecting the
changing nature of their practice.
In collaboration with RICS-qualified
professionals, the organisation has
therefore reviewed its pathways and
competencies, and the comments we
received in two consultations in 2016 and
2017 have shaped the revision of each
pathway. The new framework will launch
on 1 August, and the changes can be
found at www.rics.org/pathways2018.
These include:
bb the new requirements and
competencies guide
bb each individual pathway guide
bb a document summarising the
changes made, covering the mandatory
competencies as well as an overview of
each pathway
bb a Q&A document that sets out the
background to the review, the process
undertaken and guidance on the
transitional arrangements for candidates
who are already enrolled.

Second-stage consultation
One of the main outcomes of the first
consultation in 2016 was the desire to
see the proposed changes made in the
individual pathway guides, the detailed
documents that set out the requirements
for particular areas of practice.
Working groups were formed for each
area with representatives from RICS

The wider optional
competency list
means more choice
for APC candidates

professional groups and employers, to
draft the content for the new guides.
These were then presented as part of a
second-stage consultation that ran for
two months in autumn 2017.
We asked for your views on the
following four key statements.
bb “The competencies for your selected
pathway(s) reflect practice in your
country”; 93% of respondents either
agreed or strongly agreed with this.
bb “The competencies for your selected
pathway(s) reflect the competencies
required at the point of qualification”;
92% either agreed or strongly agreed.
bb “Non-technical skills and
competencies are appropriately set out in
the mandatory requirements”; 97% either
agreed or strongly agreed.
bb “The pathways and competencies
requirements provide an effective
basis for assessing the competencies
needed to be a chartered surveyor. The
competency descriptors are clear and
unambiguous”; 90% either agreed or
strongly agreed.
The proposed changes to the Quantity
Surveying and Construction pathway
were minimal: the Building information
modelling (BIM) management competency
has been removed from the list of optional
competencies and is now embedded
in others on the pathway, while the
Project evaluation competency has been
renamed Project feasibility analysis.
On the Project Management pathway
the update is more significant, with the
new competencies Managing projects
and Leading projects, people and teams
replacing some existing ones. There’s
now a much wider optional competency
list and greater choice for candidates.
Please refer to the summary of
changes, which can be found online at
www.rics.org/pathways2018, for a full
overview of each pathway.

supported in the consultation and will be
introduced as part of the new framework.
They include a new competency, Inclusive
environments, that will be mandatory to
Level 1 for all candidates. This deals with
the principles to ensure accessible and
inclusive environments, recognising users’
diverse demands and the need for people
of all ages and abilities to be central to
the process.
There will also be greater emphasis on
diversity and inclusion topics, and new
detailed descriptors for each mandatory
competency in the requirements and
competencies guide.

Assessment Resource Centre
Any changes to the framework need to
be reflected in the Assessment Resource
Centre (ARC), the tool that allows
candidates to manage all their training,
CPD and selected competency records
online. User guides and instructional
videos for the ARC are available on the
RICS website.
The ARC is also where counsellors
can support candidates through each
stage of the final assessment and, when
required, sign off competencies and the
candidates’ summaries of experience.
All new enrolments in English from
31 January 2017 and all final assessments
taken in English have had to use the ARC
since 31 July last year.
Any candidates who enrol before
1 August this year will be able to come
forward for assessment on the current
version of the pathway, and we expect
the last assessments on this to take
place in late 2020.
If you have any questions or comments
about the new framework, please do
contact us. b

Chris Lindsay is Global Education and
Qualification Standards Manager
pathways2018@rics.org

Mandatory competencies
These are the professional practice,
interpersonal, business and management
skills that are considered common to, and
necessary for, all RICS professionals.
Proposed changes to the
competencies were overwhelmingly
Image © iStock

Related competencies include
Conduct rules, ethics and
professional practice
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Educational
equivalence
Ensuring students are prepared for a global
marketplace requires international accreditation of
degree programmes. Alex MacLaren considers the
challenges of offering courses in different countries
and the interpretation of criteria developed for the UK

W

e have always
been global
citizens,
but current
international
markets
and political
machinations are
an increasingly potent reminder of this
part of our identity. The globalisation
of our supply chains and consultant
teams, aided by near-frictionless online
engagement, has permeated even the
smallest construction projects.
This realisation brings with it a
challenge for our principal institutions:
RICS, the Chartered Institute of Building
(CIOB), the Royal Institute of British
Architects (RIBA) and engineering
organisations can no longer assume that
their members practise predominantly in
the UK. In our professional lives, we have
to confront the complexity of suitable
behaviours and standards in contexts that
may be very different to our own. Failing
to prepare individuals for international
activity may hinder our position in the
lucrative global market.
The UK’s construction institutions
have a deserved reputation for quality
across the globe. However, as we watch
other countries make progress in digital
adoption, modern methods of construction
and innovative education and training,
how can we retain this status?
Many of my graduates from Heriot-Watt
will take up jobs abroad, while others will
work on projects in other countries even
if they remain employed in UK offices.
Their employers, especially the large
firms, are likely to be multinational and
based overseas. As a result, there is no
longer a single standard for teaching
professional exchanges and conduct
because there is no homogenous context
1 4 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 8

or set of cultural assumptions that can
cover all likely eventualities.
This is a significant change from the
workplace for which we used to prepare
students, even just a decade ago. Our
professional institutions have expanded
their operations internationally,
commensurate with the activities of
their members. We are fortunate
that these hallmarks of UK
accreditation are recognised
globally as indicators of quality
and professionalism. However,
the accreditation criteria against
which such programmes and
courses are measured have often
remained static.

Using standards globally
Consider a specific element of
RICS APC requirements: the core
competency in Construction
technology and environmental
services. At Heriot-Watt, we
deliver RICS-accredited
programmes from campuses in
the UK, the UAE and Malaysia. These
very different climatic zones – temperate,
hot–arid and hot–humid respectively –
require very different design tactics for
construction and related services.
The industrial context as well as the
climate has a strong impact on material
choices and strategies for construction
and assembly. Both passive and active
techniques for environmental control are
fundamentally affected by the different
climates and cultural perceptions of
comfort. For example, natural ventilation
might well suit the temperate, breezy UK
climate but would be entirely inappropriate
for 40°C Dubai, prone as it is to dust
storms. Meanwhile, the wide diurnal
temperature ranges of the UAE can be
effectively mitigated by thermal mass
Image © iStock
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strategies that are rendered impotent by
the humid Malaysian monsoon season.
The different energy-source profile
of each location, such as the
carbon-intensity of a national electricity
grid, also creates a completely different
basis for design decisions. And as cultural
assumptions of dress and daily activity
provide different tolerances for internal
temperature variation, they all lead to
different services design strategies.

Our global students sit the
same exams. However, their local
circumstances fundamentally affect their
responses to any complex technical
questions we set, and we have to reflect
this while maintaining parity and quality
of exams across all locations. The rules
of thumb that work in one country may
be misleading in another, but such
assumptions about people’s behaviour,
comfort and economic activity inform our
decisions about cost, time and quality.
Teaching these tried and tested
methods is not helping our graduates
respond to the global marketplace
or the anticipated effects of climate
change. Instead, relying on entirely
UK-based situations risks reinforcing
poor behaviours derived from local, and
increasingly misplaced, assumptions. We
need to move our frame of reference from
testing students’ knowledge to examining
their capacity for evaluation: that is,
assessing their skills in applying their
judgement in context, not their ability to
recall facts.
The cultural implications of global
professional activity are keenly felt
by many of us when working abroad.
From uncertainty about the levels of
formality to the correct formats for
communication, culture has an enormous
impact when assessing strategies
for defining professionalism in
international situations. If we
look at RIBA and Architects
Registration Board criteria
for qualification as an
architect, students are
asked to demonstrate “an
understanding of the nature
of professionalism and the duties … to
clients, building users, constructors,
co-professionals and the wider society”.
Such interdisciplinary relationships
are fundamentally informed by the
socio-political structures of the country
of operation.
For example, the planning system
governing UK development – with its
reliance on local plans, community
consultations and the enforcement of
physical and economic conditions on
proposed developments, such as section
106 agreements – is a world away from
the government-led strategic planning of
the city state of Dubai.
Incentives may also encourage
different behaviours or actions in different
countries. In the UK, we focus on
minimising domestic energy use
in new housing, while keeping an
eye on the European success of
Passivhaus and highly insulated

free-running buildings, and we often
require BREEAM or LEED accreditation
for developments to reward thermal
efficiency. Meanwhile, Dubai’s Green
Energy Strategy 2050 focuses more
on the production of renewable energy
and diversification from oil to electricity;
a sensible decision where high-energy
wholesale desalination is essential.
Governing all our practices in UK
construction is an overriding awareness
of the health and safety of construction
workers and end users. We know
construction is an extremely dangerous
industry and this is reflected, for example,
in the CIOB’s Education Framework for
Undergraduate Programmes, section
2.5, Health, Safety and Welfare. Again,
it is immediately clear that assumptions
made in this standard correlate to UK
circumstances and may not sit well with
practices in other countries.
A widely reported recent example
concerns the construction of stadia
for the 2022 FIFA World Cup in Doha,
Qatar, where operatives’ welfare and
safety conditions have been found to
be far below those expected in the
UK. The late architect Zaha Hadid was
publicly challenged on her professional
reaction to such issues when she
agreed to work in Qatar and Azerbaijan
(https://bit.ly/2pMvfBz); her reaction was
to suggest that the health and safety
practices and responsibilities of the
local contractor overrode her UK-based
professional obligations.
Should this also be the case where
students are being taught abroad on
UK-accredited courses? Or should they be
learning UK-based approaches, arguably
disseminating best practice across the
globe while perhaps being less well
prepared for immediate practice in their
local professional environment?
My view is that professional
membership should include a
responsibility for proactive improvement
of standards, advocating change where
standards are not met, and adhering to
an ethical code that transcends local
contexts. But the reality is that, in a
competitive global marketplace, these
values can be socially and economically
expensive to uphold.

Contextual judgement
The above examples give instances of
professional standards, across multiple
disciplines, where local issues can disrupt
a given interpretation of accreditation
criteria. As international activity becomes
the norm rather than an exception, our
institutional bodies are developing the
n
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means to accommodate local contexts in
accreditation procedures for education
providers. RIBA, for example, requires a
local practising architect to accompany
the visiting board during its mandatory
two-day on-site assessment of teaching
and examination. Although this is costly
and presents logistical challenges,
the UK Engineering Council agrees
with the approach; in June 2017, it said
professional engineering institutions must
be invited to visit all centres involved in
the delivery of accredited courses, to
enable human and material resources to
be considered.
RICS takes a different view; while
requiring data on graduate destinations
and evidence of consulting local
employers on desirable graduate abilities,
the curriculum accreditation is managed
remotely, via paper-based and digital
methods. This approach contrasts with
that of Malaysia’s Board of Quantity
Surveying; as a co-accrediting body,
it was required to visit our UK campus
before it could accredit our Malaysian
campus programme. Other accrediting
bodies require student work from each
campus location to be reviewed, and may
need staff and students to participate in
a video conference with the accreditation
team. These instances show there is
no normal international accreditation
procedure followed across global
construction institutions.
Regardless of method, the challenge
remains of how to judge the equivalence
of educational experience when
knowledge content depends on local
circumstances. As a higher education
institution with campuses across
Europe, the Middle East and Asia,
Heriot-Watt has been at the forefront of
developing understanding in this area.
Our continuous curriculum development
involves video conferencing between
academics in different time zones,
consultation with industry advisory
panels local to each campus, and
monitoring our graduates’ career paths
through global alumni networks.
In 2017, Heriot-Watt received The
Times’ inaugural International University
of the Year award in recognition of
its efforts to integrate learning
experience on accredited
degrees across all
campuses. This
year, the
Heriot-Watt
Student Union
was also awarded
NUS Scotland’s University
Students Union of the Year
1 6 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 8

It is important to the
university to appoint
local teaching staff
who reflect the
student and industry
demographic
in recognition of the first-ever global rep
system: while being unrelated to curricula,
this indicates the importance of having
an integrated student body as one of our
core strategies for assuring parity in the
student experience. These achievements
reward what has been a challenging
time for both organisations, developing
effective links and integrating technology
across time zones and various cultural
norms and expectations.
The ongoing support of accrediting
institutions such as RICS, RIBA, CIOB,
the Chartered Institution of Building
Services Engineers and the Institution of
Civil Engineers, themselves developing
their accreditation practices, has been
valuable throughout. They have been
our partners when exploring the correct
line between knowledge provision and
contextual judgement, encouraging
us to innovate and develop strategies
for assessing equivalency. There is an
acknowledgement that our increased
global integration is pushing accepted
processes into new territories. While right
to accept this challenge, all institutions
are understandably concerned about
maintaining quality and distinctiveness
– a major issue when accrediting varied
degree content under the umbrella of a
single institution.

Global personnel
Forging this path is not easy. The cultural
frustrations and ethical dilemmas of
working globally are the same whether in
academia or industry. I advise colleagues
that their most valuable asset is a
willingness to question everything, and to
be ready to unlearn assumptions they did
not even realise they were making.
Academics and professionals teaching
these courses worldwide come from
different backgrounds, and may have
learned their craft through different
professional institutions. It is important to
the university, as an employer in a local
economy, to appoint local teaching staff
who reflect the student and industry
demographic. But it is equally important

to both university and
accrediting institutions
that quality standards and course
content reflect the professional
standards required in the UK: this is
most easily achieved by appointing staff
familiar with a UK-based educational or
professional operation.
These can be conflicting ambitions,
requiring a careful balance of staffing
and of the approach to course content.
Assessors who are already adept at
accrediting UK institutions are now
required to develop skills to do so
internationally, cognisant of this friction.
It is clearly possible for a local practice
to diverge significantly from a process
recognised in the UK. Throughout the
genesis of a project, stakeholders
unfamiliar with UK practices may
exercise surprising levels of power at
different intervals; procurement routes
and assumptions about contractual
relationships are often based in local law
and culture; and practical arrangements
about sites, materials and construction
techniques are heavily influenced by local
norms and employment expectations.
It does not take much variation in
these areas to bring UK professionals
into potential conflict with the ethical
values they have learned. How far
should we adapt our teaching to fit
local contexts, when the results may
affect some tenets of our professional
operation? In my view, teaching students
to navigate the ethical impacts of any
international activity is a priority and
should be our overriding obligation as we
acclimatise to global operations.

A global professional
The questions I have raised will be familiar
to any readers engaged in practice, policy
or academia beyond the UK. While our
institutional processes evolve to support
us in this global marketplace, we must all
individually step up to make professional
evaluations in changing our practice.
The clearest and most important lesson
we can teach putative professionals
is an awareness of, and sensitivity to,
the differences between global market
circumstances, and the personal ethical
judgements required to navigate these
differences effectively. b

Alex MacLaren is Senior Director of
Studies for Architectural Engineering at
Heriot-Watt University
alex.maclaren@hw.ac.uk
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Although we have responded to the increased interest in
these relatively new disciplines, the greatest proportion of our
construction training portfolio continues to concern contract
administration. Demand has led to constant evolution of our
offering as new or updated contract suites such as NEC4
become widely used.
Recent research by RICS, including focus groups and
participants’ reviews of training, has highlighted the need to
incorporate commercial awareness in our courses so contract
managers appreciate the commercial importance of complying with
terms, and are thereby able to manage a wide range of contracts
related to specific business operations and marketplaces.

Shaped by standards

Due course

Construction professionals need
to keep pace with an ever-evolving
industry, so Heidi Partridge explains
how RICS training remains on trend

T

he construction sector is evolving rapidly,
and professionals therefore need to be
supported by training to improve their
technical skills and – critically – ensure that
they comply with the latest international
standards and guidance. RICS training
therefore researches and responds to
future trends, identifying skill gaps and
developing suitable courses so professionals can keep pace with
technical innovations and best practice.

Key trends

As the UK continues to invest heavily in infrastructure, many
surveyors have begun retraining as commercial managers to
move into roles in this sector. When we reviewed this market in
2015, the National Infrastructure Plan for Skills estimated that
100,000 new workers would be needed by 2020 and 250,000
existing professionals would require upskilling or retraining to
meet new demand (https://bit.ly/1L28yyK).
In response to these findings, RICS launched its Commercial
Management Infrastructure Programme in summer 2017, a
six-month distance learning course for quantity surveyors, cost
managers and commercial managers new to the role. It aims
to give delegates comprehensive commercial and business
management competencies; responses to the course were
positive, and we will be running it again this summer.
We also had to respond to demand for skills and knowledge
in building information modelling (BIM), which accelerated in the
run-up to the government’s Level 2 BIM mandate coming into
effect in 2016 (https://bit.ly/2HkT2TZ). To address this upsurge
in interest, we designed a series of web classes that introduce
key principles, such as how to implement BIM methodology and
how to manage contractual risk. Demand for training on
BIM-managed projects grew, and the six-month distance
learning course we developed for professionals aspiring to
become certified BIM managers continues to be a draw.
Image © iStock

All RICS training is shaped by its latest standards and guidance.
For example, publication of The role of the commercial manager
in infrastructure guidance note in January 2017 influenced
the creation of the Commercial Management in Infrastructure
Programme, while the Digital systems and technology in
infrastructure guidance note published this February will be
incorporated into future course materials. As more systems
become automated and the way data is used in infrastructure
changes, we need to build this into our construction training.
Staying relevant and adapting to the industry’s evolving needs
are crucial to course development. Our training around the
International Construction Measurement Standards (ICMS),
published last summer, changed from focusing on the suite itself
to incorporate the theories behind ICMS and their practical
application as professionals began to implement them.

The broader picture
In the context of the current, well-documented construction
skills shortage, we have to consider how our training portfolio
as a whole is best placed to support the sector in future.
Construction will need 31,600 new workers a year until at
least 2022 according to the latest Construction Skills Network
report (https://bit.ly/2ExBLDe). At the same time, the industry’s
output is expected to grow by 1.3% over the next five years,
with 158,000 jobs created. We therefore continue to liaise with
member firms to ensure we can help professionals develop the
right skills to meet anticipated demand.
The way we provide our training also continues to evolve,
with an overwhelming majority of our courses now online – 98%
between September 2017 and February 2018. Demand is also
growing for our in-house training to be delivered online as firms
pursue greater flexibility and efficiency from our bespoke offering.
How Brexit will influence what we do is less clear. We don’t
know how movement of people between the UK and Europe will
change or whether specific skills gaps will increase. Neither do
we know whether, if we stop using some EU legislation, we can
upskill professionals to work with any changes, or how this will
affect their projects.
However, by continually monitoring developments and working
closely with our professionals, we will be able to offer a relevant
and agile training portfolio that keeps pace with the evolving
needs of the construction sector. b
Heidi Partridge is Training Product Manager – Construction, at RICS
hpartridge@rics.org

www.rics.org/training
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Global outlook

I

Dom Fearon explores the benefits of training a more
internationally minded generation of surveyors

n recent years,
the terms
“internationalisation”
and “global” appear
to have become
increasingly common
in the language we
use as property
professionals and chartered surveyors.
As you are no doubt aware, RICS
members are currently or will soon be
using the following standards:
bb International Valuation Standards
(IVS) 2017
bb Global Red Book to coincide with
IVS 2017
bb International Property Measurement
Standards (IPMS)
bb International Construction
Measurement Standards (ICMS)
bb International Land Measurement
Standards (ILMS).
These standards are set to provide
global consistency in the way we classify,
define, measure and present land and
property information in simple reports
and for projects at local, national and
international levels. For more recent
entrants to the profession, we also have
to consider revisions to the APC by RICS’
Global Education and Qualifications
Standards committee as well.
Looking further ahead, the RICS
Futures insight paper Our changing
world: let’s be ready explores the
implications of key changes up to 2030
(www.rics.org/futures). The document
identifies six areas where action is
required by the profession over the next
few years. One of particular relevance
to myself as a member employed at an
academic institution is “Winning the war
for talent”. How do we attract the next
generation of professionals, retain that
talent, promote diversity and ensure that
the right education is available to meet
our sector’s needs?
The chartered status offered by RICS
is recognised in most countries, and
can provide you with the opportunity
to work across much of the world. With
a global population rapidly growing
and ever urbanising, the demand for
homes, offices, retail, infrastructure and
transportation has never been so great in
so many places. In a constantly changing
1 8 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 8

world, most of us would agree that as
property professionals we need to adapt
and change our mindset and our work
processes continuously to keep up with
the changes.
If you are employed in an international
company or working with international
clients then this global context is of
the utmost importance. However, its
relevance might not be as apparent
to small businesses and employers,
individuals and surveying graduates – or
at least, not yet.

Going global
How should you go about becoming
more international? Let us not address
this question by entering into a debate
on Brexit, although clearly that will
be relevant as time passes. Instead,
we should ask what we mean by
internationalisation for our own purposes.
There are various definitions of the
term available, and much academic
literature has been written on the
subject. As with the term “sustainable
development”, we think we understand
the principle of internationalisation, albeit
somewhat vaguely; but in reality it means
different things to different people.
My own simple definition might be
“the desire and ability to adapt your
way of thinking, living or working to
those of a country outside your own”.
Internationalisation can affect some or
any of the following areas of your work
and life, although not in any particular
order of significance:
bb academic and career aspirations
bb business performance and employability
bb personal and professional development
bb transferrable skills
bb social and cultural change.

Different lenses
The nature of your international ambitions
will obviously differ depending on
whether you are a small business, larger
employer or an individual wanting to
make a temporary or permanent career
change. By way of brief examples, a
small business may wish to review its
five-year business plan and include some
international intentions, even if that just
means planning to acquire one new
international client in this time frame.
Larger employers can meanwhile review

their staff recruitment and retention
strategies to foster interest at all staffing
levels, through measures such as extra
training, secondments and exchanges
with international businesses.
Surveying students and graduates in
turn can more easily map their ambitions
with early planning, choosing courses
that include international elements and
targeting the global surveying companies
that offer overseas opportunities for
graduate positions.

Education
Universities, and perhaps some secondary
schools, are where progress can be made
to enable individuals who want to work
internationally to succeed. We are fortunate
that internationalisation is already high
on the agenda at many UK universities,
including Northumbria University where I
am based.
It is included in various university-wide
policy documents, and also embedded in
the international strategies of universities
and the Higher Education Academy,
which works with governments, ministries
and universities both in the UK and
around the world.
Internationalisation already occurs in
many contexts in universities, including:
bb culturally mixed student cohorts on
many programmes
bb student exchange and mobility
opportunities, such as Erasmus+,
with partner overseas institutions
bb the opportunity to study a
foreign language
bb distance learning courses that are
available to students outside the UK
bb a positive attitude towards
international students and accreditation
by international student bodies
bb opportunities for international
sabbaticals and transnational teaching
for academic staff.

Gauging interest
The benefits of such measures are clearly
significant, often leading to ongoing
research and enterprise opportunities
and positive self-marketing for all those

Participants were
highly responsive
to the suggestion
that we further
internationalise the
curriculum
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Figure 1
Northumbria BSc (Hons) surveying students’ responses to question
“How important is it to you that your syllabus includes an element of
internationalisation (for example study visits, case studies,
assessment)?” Part sample, 2016–17
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Figure 2
Northumbria BSc (Hons) surveying students’ responses to question
“Overall, do you think internationalising the curriculum for the future
surveying profession should be a priority?” Part sample, 2016–17

international surveying companies with
head offices in London, along with input
from RICS as our accrediting body.
A small sample of the results to a
questionnaire are set out in Figures 1 and
2, with interview responses below.

Employers’ responses

The way forward?

UK-based employers may look for certain
attributes from those employees seeking
to work in their other international
offices. In this regard, a sample of
interview responses from employers’ HR
departments includes the following.
bb “International vacancies are available
for new and experienced staff generally

Obviously, to internationalise you must be
willing to start the process for yourselves.
Ask yourself why you want to pursue
some form of internationalisation – what
do you hope to achieve?
Networking is key, and from my own
experience there are plenty of people
willing to share their knowledge. It can
often be pleasing to realise we already
have the skills required but that we are
not confident about how to use them,
meaning we need to develop self-efficacy.
By way of a start, perhaps the tips in the
box (left) will help. b
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involved, including students, employers
and participating organisations.
In this context, an initial research project
was recently undertaken at Northumbria
with the aim of enhancing the student
experience and improving the global
employability of our surveying graduates.
This exercise was primarily designed
to assess whether there is sufficient
demand or interest to pursue further
internationalisation of our built
environment surveying degrees. Views
were sought from the key stakeholders,
being the students themselves, in
their first and final years, and the
human resources departments of large

Getting an international outlook
Businesses and employers can:
bb review their business plan and
incorporate international steps
bb research countries and clients
bb update their LinkedIn profiles to
reflect an interest in internationalising
their business
bb contact the local university or
business school
bb look into business network or
Chamber of Commerce support
bb use RICS events and contacts
bb attend or arrange conferences
bb obtain professional advice on tax,
professional indemnity insurance and
other financial issues.

up to Associate level: one month or one
year overseas.”
bb “We select the highest performer
based on the performance review from
line managers.”
bb “We look for, enthusiasm and drive,
adaptability, good local property knowledge
in their chosen city/location, client care and
how [they] present themselves.”
The responses provide a snapshot so are
not fully representative of students’ and
employers’ views, but they nonetheless
offer a useful indicator of attitudes.
With the exception of a few students, all
project stakeholders and participants
were highly responsive to the suggestion
that we further internationalise the
curriculum for surveying students.
The next step for us as a university
would be to design a module that
specifically fits with the needs of
international employers of our graduates
and convene a staff–student focus group
to determine how it would fit into our
existing programme.

35
25

Internationalisation
is already high on
the agenda at many
UK universities

Property professionals, graduates and
students can meanwhile:
bb visit relevant Facebook pages or
international surveying websites
bb research countries and employment
opportunities there
bb update their profiles and their
interests on LinkedIn
bb contact university built
environment staff
bb read blogs, including those on travel
bb attend RICS Matrics meetings
and events
bb visit their careers advisory services
and employment agencies
bb take language classes.

Dom Fearon is a senior lecturer on the BSc
(Hons) Real Estate, MSc Real Estate and MSc
Real Estate (International) at the Department
of Architecture and Built Environment,
Northumbria University
dom.fearon@northumbria.ac.uk
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The clerk’s tale
Whatever their actual job title, clerks of works perform a
vital role in construction projects writes Rachel Morris

T

he barrister and
adjudicator Tony
Bingham once
declared that “the cost
of a clerk of works per
annum is cheaper than
a day in court.”
As the professional body that supports
clerks of works and construction
inspectors, the Institute of Clerks of
Works and Construction Inspectorate
(ICWCI) currently has around 1,000
members working in the UK.
In addition, it has members employed
in the Republic of Ireland, Spain, China,
Hong Kong, Malaysia and Australia as
well as various African nations, among
other countries.

Principles
Traditionally, building superintendence or
site inspection is the role of the clerk of
works. Although building practices and
procedures have come and gone – and
come again in some cases – the very
principles for which clerks of works were
ﬁrst established remain as valid today as
they have ever been.
2 0 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 8

The ICWCI defines the role of the
clerk of works as: “A person whose duty
is to superintend the construction and
maintenance of buildings, or other works
for the purpose of ensuring proper use of
labour and materials” (www.icwci.org). In
many cases, even though this traditional
title has given way to modern alternatives
such as construction inspector, site
inspector and quality auditor, the principle
remains the same.
Whether in the ﬁeld of civil engineering,
building, landscaping, tunnelling, electrical
and mechanical engineering, new build
or refurbishment, at home or overseas,
these inspectors ply their trade and
ensure value for money for the client
through rigorous inspection of the
materials in use and the quality of work.
Their skills are honed through study
and years of practical experience. They
have to remain up to date in terms
of legislation and the many relevant
regulations, including those relating
to individuals – health and safety, race
relations, disability discrimination and
so on – as well as those concerning
construction itself.
Image © ICWCI

Cost savings
Through rigorous and detailed reporting
and recordkeeping and thorough
inspection of speciﬁcations and drawings,
the work of these professionals without
questions adds value to any project,
even though it may not be obvious at the
time. The question that should always be
asked is a very simple one: without the
intervention of the clerk of works, how
much would rectiﬁcation, remedial action
or both of these have cost?
Clients – including employers, local
authorities, and housing associations –
have to ensure that their construction
projects achieve value for money and
are completed to a high quality, in terms
of the work itself, the materials used,
construction standards and compliance
with Building Regulations.

Outsourcing of services
Before the mid-1990s, most local
authorities in the UK employed teams
of clerks of works as part of architects
and engineering departments. Under
this regime, the clerks’ role was valued,
understood and respected.
As the country entered recession
during the early 1990s, it prompted
cutbacks, rationalisation and compulsory
competitive tendering. This resulted in
outsourcing of professional services to
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facilities management companies, and
although clerk of works services were
not immediately affected, it has become
apparent over time that as local authority
clerks have retired they have too often
not been replaced.
Forms of contract have changed over
the years, too, and the ICWCI’s view is
that design and build contracts have
diluted the role of the clerk of works.
Many clients consider it a saving if
the contractor is carrying the risk, for
instance, and they do not account for the
cost of a clerk or understand the benefits
of having one as part of the design team.
In the case of the JCT standard or
traditional form contract, the architect
is the lead and the clerk of works is
named and reasonably empowered.
Under the NEC3 engineering contract
there is similarly inclusion for an
engineering and construction supervisor,
which also recognises the clerk of
works’ inspectorial role. Public projects,
procured under the private finance
initiative, however, are usually silent on
the requirement for clerks.

Benefits
Independent third-party inspection by a
clerk of works helps to protect the client’s
interests throughout the construction
process. When employing or appointing a
clerk of works or construction inspector,
the client will not only benefit in terms
of experience, they will also have the
reassurance of knowing that their
interests are being safeguarded.
Clerks of works have:
bb a good general understanding of the
specific construction inspection process,
in particular around the inspection of
materials and quality of work
bb an understanding of the obligations
of all parties, including requirements
and boundaries
bb the foresight to identify issues or
potential issues and the ability to
suggest alternative methods or
mitigation techniques
bb a focus on quality, reducing the need
for reworking and double handling
bb impartiality, offering a fair, considered
and independent approach to ensuring
value for money for the client
bb an awareness of acceptable
standards, benchmarking and
identifying where work does not
conform to regulation
bb the ability to record findings concisely
bb the ability to offer a professional
opinion and recommend alternative
approaches and corrective actions

bb knowledge of construction materials
and components, including their use,
limitations and possible alternatives
bb an understanding and knowledge of
the practical and legal aspects of health
and safety.
When a clerk of works is appointed, there
are a number of factors on which they
can focus, including the following.
bb Compliance: buildings need to be
inspected for safety and structural
integrity to ensure that they conform to
statutory regulations and laws.
bb Quality of work needs to be
monitored and inspected at regular
intervals to minimise problems, defects
and rework.
bb Materials should be inspected to
ensure that they are correct and of an
appropriate quality to fit their purpose.
bb Defects can be minimised and
resolved when regular, thorough
inspection is factored in to the
construction process.
bb Recommendations: clerks of works
can make recommendations to the client
throughout the construction process
about materials, the quality of work and
so on.
A clerk of works’ ability to deal with
all five factors, however, will vary
according to the basis on which they are
contractually employed.

Employment
A clerk of works should be appointed at
the earliest possible stage of a project,
starting before construction commences
so they can work through each
subsequent stage.
It is usual for a clerk of works to
be employed as a representative of the
employer or client, typically working
under the direction of the architect,
engineer or project manager. While
employing a clerk of works is not
mandatory, it is highly recommended.
Bear in mind that the construction
industry continues to be perceived by
both its clients and the general public
alike as being fragmented, disorganised
and unprofessional. Litigation, arbitration
and continuing building failures reinforce
this view.
The industry has become
progressively management-oriented,
and contractors increasingly often face
the quality–cost–time conundrum – a
challenge exacerbated by the decline in
skill and resource levels, knowledge gaps
and poor standards of work.

Clients and developers for their
part demand value for money, cost
optimisation and projects that are
completed right first time. As a
consequence, the quality of work on site
has continued to deteriorate, resulting in
numerous defects, many of a repetitive
nature, as well as delays and additional
costs. Employing a clerk of works can
help obviate these issues.

Decline of quality
Yet government legislation along with
industry trends such as compulsory
competitive tendering for contracts,
prices being set lower to increase
demand, lack of training and the decline
of public control have all exacerbated
the reduction in quality in completed
products. The burden of remedial
costs and users’ dissatisfaction have,
conversely, increased.
The clerk of works, traditionally
the individual responsible for setting,
maintaining and policing quality standards
on site, has been among those badly
affected by these changes.
With falling numbers of experienced,
qualified professionals currently available
and few opportunities or incentives for
training new practitioners, how will the
industry reverse the decline in quality and
ensure that the standards required and
expected are achieved?
Many of these issues can be mitigated
by educating construction industry clients
and the design team as to the value of
systematic, regular and independent
third-party inspection by qualified site
inspection practitioners.
The ICWCI continues to push the
government to acknowledge there
is indeed a greater need to appoint
more clerks of works and construction
inspectors. Meanwhile, we have
also received useful advice from the
Construction Industry Council on skills
pathways and reaching out to larger
clients, while I am myself providing input
on construction quality to the Homes
for Londoners subgroup of the Greater
London Authority. b

Rachel Morris is Chief Executive Officer at ICWCI
r.morris@icwci.org
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Cladding
cover
Matt Farman assesses the possible
fallout from the Grenfell Tower fire for
professional indemnity insurance

T

he then Department for Communities and
Local Government initiated the Building
Safety Programme in July 2017, to identify
buildings that posed a fire safety risk. Under
the programme, testing was conducted
by the Building Research Establishment
to establish whether aluminium composite
material (ACM) cladding samples from
high-rise residential buildings meet the limited combustibility
requirements of the Building Regulations guidance.
The results were damning: 266 of the 278 buildings screened
in England failed the tests. Concerns are not restricted to
residential blocks either, and hospitals, schools and shopping
centres are expected to come under future scrutiny.
The cost of fire safety improvement works on residential blocks
will run into millions, with leaseholders of the Citiscape block in
Croydon facing a bill of between £750,000 and £1m to remove
non-compliant cladding (http://bit.ly/2B68s8v). The government
has said it will not fund improvement works, so it is possible that
local authorities will look to insurers to bear some of the cost.

Concerns are not restricted
to residential blocks, and
hospitals, schools and
shopping centres are expected
to come under future scrutiny
Cladding exposure
Most professional indemnity insurance (PII) providers have
reviewed their books to establish what exposure they have to
cladding or other materials that pose a fire safety risk. At the time
of writing, some have received notifications of potential claims
in relation to Grenfell Tower and other buildings of concern. The
number of such claims is only likely to increase over time.
If a client asks you to comment on the cladding specified or
used on buildings and whether it complies with the government
guidelines, current Building Regulations or standards, you should
revisit your designs or specifications to identify any issues.
Based on the results of that process, you can make an informed
decision on whether it is something that could give rise to a claim.
If you believe it could, then you should notify insurers immediately
in accordance with the relevant provisions of your PII policy.
Not all notifications will be accepted by insurers in the first
instance, as each has to be considered on its individual merits
and in accordance with the PII policy notification provisions. If an
insurer feels that a matter does not amount to a circumstance,
2 2 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 8

you have at least put a marker down and the issue can be
revisited if there is any subsequent development.

PII renewal
At renewal, insurers are asking additional cladding-related
questions of firms involved in the design, construction,
refurbishment and management of buildings, and the responses
given may affect the terms you receive. Insurers will typically ask
for information going back 12 years, so you should pull out any
relevant files well in advance of your renewal date.
The fallout from the Grenfell Tower fire may affect the full
spectrum of property, engineering and construction firms, from
architects to property managers. Various parties could have
contributed to the situation, so when claims do arise they may
affect multiple PII providers.
The insurance profession is understandably concerned. While
feedback from most insurers to date suggests that they are
not looking to withdraw from the market immediately or change
cover mid-term for existing clients involved in designing, installing
or specifying cladding, they will expect detailed information on
this work at renewal.
At the time of writing, we have seen few cases where the
existing insurer has declined to provide renewal terms, but this
may change if the number of notifications relating to cladding
and fire safety increases.

Future projects
If you are asked to carry out fire risk assessments on high-rise
buildings, this should be disclosed to your insurers, irrespective
of whether you are undertaking the work yourselves or engaging
a specialist consultant.
For any ongoing or future projects involving cladding, you must
carefully consider your approach, putting in place additional
protocols where you deem necessary. You should also ensure
your scope of duties and responsibilities are explicit, and that
your client understands them. Where possible, limit your liability
under contract and ensure that you and your team are aware of
the ongoing implications of any changes to either good practice
or regulation made in response to the Grenfell Tower fire.
The recent Independent Review of Building Regulations and
Fire Safety: Interim report (http://bit.ly/2oC4umd), commissioned
by the government, concluded that there need to be sweeping
changes across the entire construction industry and a universal
shift in culture.
The final report will include targeted work to be done in
partnership with the sector. What future claims may arise in
relation to fire safety and the use of ACM cladding remain
uncertain, but if you have any concerns you should discuss them
with your insurance broker at the earliest opportunity. b

Matt Farman is a director at Howden Professional Indemnity
matt.farman@howdengroup.com

Related competencies include
Conduct rules, ethics and professional practice
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Protect
and
comply
With the General Data
Protection Regulation
coming into force,
Alexandre Euverte and
Noirin McFadden advise
businesses on how to
ensure compliance

O

n 25 May, the
General Data
Protection
Regulation (GDPR)
comes into force
and replaces the
Data Protection
Directive 96/46/EC
as the personal data protection regime in
Europe. With the dramatic increase in the
maximum penalties for non-compliance
– which now stand at the greater of
either €20m or 4% of worldwide turnover
– planning is essential to ensure that
businesses comply.

Accountability
The greatest challenge created by the
GDPR is the principle of accountability,
requiring organisations to demonstrate
their continuing compliance. They must
be fully aware of their data-processing
activities, including knowing what
personal data is processed, where it
originates or is sent, and the legal basis
for dealing with it.
Organisations will need to be able
to show the data protection regulator
and individuals whose data they hold
how they comply, on an ongoing basis,
by providing evidence of policies and
processes and effective internal and
external controls, among other measures.
Accountability means organisations
must exercise extra care when creating
products or services that entail
processing of personal data by ensuring
that these are designed with data
protection compliance in mind, that is,
privacy by design. Similarly, organisations
must ensure that they always process
personal data in accordance with the

data protection requirements, that is,
privacy by default.
To demonstrate that they do so,
organisations may have to carry out
privacy impact assessments before
processing data using new technologies,
to review not only the risks to individuals
generated by such processing but also
their remediation procedures.

Steps to compliance
Businesses can take the following steps
now to ensure they are compliant as the
GDPR comes into effect.
Conduct an audit
The GDPR requires organisations to keep
detailed records of the personal data
they collect and process. Most will need
to carry out an organisation-wide audit
of their data-processing to ascertain
what personal data they hold, where this
originates, what the organisation does
with it, with whom they share it and for
what purposes, as well as how the rights
of the individuals are enforced. This
information should be documented in a
record of processing.
Review procedures, systems and training
Internal policies and procedures should
be checked to ensure that they meet
the requirements of the GDPR. For
instance, staff handbooks should be
kept up to date in terms of personal
data collected from employees, and a
written and comprehensive information
security programme should be in place to
protect the confidentiality and integrity of
personal data held.
The organisation’s contracts with
suppliers and customers ought to
be checked as well to ensure that
appropriate provision is made to protect
personal data, allocate the risks of
liability, and enable cooperation between
parties to demonstrate compliance.
Appoint a DPO
Organisations that regularly and
systematically monitor data subjects as
part of their core activity or that process
sensitive personal data on a large scale
will need to appoint a data protection
officer (DPO). The organisation should
also consider whether the DPO should be
internal or external, and ensure that the
role is at a sufficiently senior position in
the management structure.
Review privacy notices
It is likely that organisations will need to
amend their existing privacy polices and
notices to cover the higher standard set
by the GDPR, and, in particular, to inform
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people about their privacy rights and
any data retention periods, among other
information relevant to the way their data
is processed.
Different policies are likely to be
required to cover the processing of
personal data on clients, employees,
suppliers and marketing contacts. In each
case, the policy needs to be accessible
at every relevant collection point, such as
websites and application forms.
Implement breach response procedure
A new requirement introduced by the
GDPR is that organisations must notify
the data protection regulator of certain
personal data breaches without undue
delay and, where feasible, within 72
hours. Organisations should ensure
that they have in place appropriate
data breach response plans, which
may require internal reporting structure
changes as well as staff training.
It is also advisable to ensure that
contracts with the suppliers and partners
who have access to the organisation’s
personal data contain obligations to report
any data breaches promptly, as well as
access to the relevant information to make
an effective notification to the regulator.

Rights and responsibilities
As RICS members or stakeholders of your
own organisation, you will be affected
by the GDPR – whether as individuals
benefiting from new or strengthened
rights, or as data controllers with
responsibilities for implementing
measures to ensure your organisation
complies with the new rules. b

Alexandre Euverte is Associate at
K&L Gates, Paris
alexandre.euverte@klgates.com
Noirin McFadden is Associate at
K&L Gates, London
noirin.mcfadden@klgates.com

Please note the information in this article does
not constitute legal advice.

Related competencies include
Data management,
Property records/information systems
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Delayed reaction
Shy Jackson reviews recent cases that concerned
losses due to delay on construction projects

A

ssessing
extensions of
time (EoTs) is
a common part
of managing
construction
projects, and
every contract
has provisions detailing how to carry
this out. Yet although this has been the
situation for decades, issues still come up
before the courts – as a couple of recent
cases demonstrate.

Common concurrency
The first of these issues is concurrency,
which is common when assessing EoTs.
Standard forms of construction contract
do not deal with concurrency, but
bespoke amendments sometimes try to
address it and avoid uncertainty.
That was the case in Northern Midland
Building Ltd v Cyden Homes Limited [2017]
EWHC 2414 (TCC), where the words “any
delay caused by a Relevant Event which
is concurrent with another delay for
which the Contractor is responsible shall
not be taken into account” were added to
clause 2.25 of the JCT Design and Build
2005 form of contract.
In this case, the project suffered
from many delays but, in response to
an application for an EoT, the employer
relied on the amended clause to say that
due to concurrency the contractor was
only entitled to a very limited extension.
In court, the contractor argued that this
clause should be interpreted narrowly
in its favour because it went against the
prevention principle and was therefore
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during the delay period, when it actually
has an impact on progress. The Court of
Appeal upheld this finding on the basis
that it reflected the meaning of clause
11.3 dealing with EoT in the DOM/2 1981
edition form of subcontract.
In addition, it was held that this
principle was consistent with an earlier
decision on a similar but different issue
in Balfour Beatty v Chestermount
[1993] 62 BLR 1. The Court of Appeal
recognised that this could lead to
anomalies, with liability for delay not
reflecting the actual period of culpable
delay; but it also observed that the
practice of awarding EoT contiguously
has worked satisfactorily. The anomalies
that could arise, especially where multiple
subcontractors cause delay, were not
sufficient to warrant replacing the natural
meaning of the words used in clause 11.3.

Contractual clarity
unacceptable. In brief, the prevention
principle arises when something for
which the employer is responsible
occurs that prevents the contractor from
completing the works by the contractual
completion date.
The court rejected that argument,
finding that the prevention principle was
irrelevant and that the only issue was
the interpretation of the contract. It went
on to hold that the words were crystal
clear and that there was no rule of law
preventing parties from agreeing how
concurrency should be addressed. On
that basis, the employer was entitled to
rely on this amendment when assessing
the contractor’s entitlement to an EoT.

Dating delay
How the contract should be interpreted
was also the subject of the Court of
Appeal’s decision in Carillion Construction
Limited v Emcor Engineering Services
Limited [2017] EWCA Civ 65, which
concerned a claim by a main contractor
against a subcontractor and losses due
to delay. The issue was whether an EoT
is added contiguously to the contractual
completion date or sits above the overall
period of delay, depending on when the
specific event delayed the works – which
makes a difference, because the level of
losses will usually vary according to the
period during which the delay occurs.
This may again seem like a common
issue, but it appears the question has
never come before the courts before.
In the High Court, it was held that an
EoT is added to the contractual completion
date and does not get added at a later time
Image © iStock

These decisions are based on a specific
amendment and the wording of the forms
of contract used, but they do provide
more general guidance on the approach
to be taken in such situations.
Regarding the NEC form of contract,
ECC Practice Note 1 Assessing delays
due to compensation events was
published in October 2017, and deals
with issues such as what happens when
the accepted programme is out of date
and how to assess several compensation
events that happen over a short period
of time. However, it does not address
concurrency, which perhaps reflects the
fact that while the term is often used
it can be less easy to identify how it
operates in practice and what actually
constitutes it.
The second edition of the Society of
Construction Law’s Delay and Disruption
Protocol was also published in 2017 and
provides further guidance. Ultimately,
however, each case must be considered
on the facts and the applicable
contractual provisions. b

Shy Jackson is Partner at Pinsent Masons
shy.jackson@pinsentmasons.com

Related competencies include
Contract administration, Contract practice
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